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Abstract
The thesis deals with the crimes of assaulting the privacy of persons stipulated in
Article 21 of Decree-Law No. (5) of 2012 on combating IT crimes, namely the crime
of assaulting the conversations and communication, the crime of assaulting the images
either by taking them or publishing them, Even if they were correct and the offense of
modifying and processing recordings or images.
Crimes against the inviolability of private lives are considered old crimes committed
by ancient human societies, but have rapidly developed due to technological advances
that have played a major role in the rapid and easy dissemination of news and images,
which would pose a threat to the privacy of people and the vulnerability to the
inviolability of their private lives, Hence the need for strict legal protection to
contribute to the reduction of such crimes.

The importance of the subject stems from the need to know the legal provisions
relating to the crimes of assaulting the privacy of others using electronic means,
especially as they are new crimes and have not been studied in detail by researchers,
so that there is rare previous specialized studies on this subject.
The study dealt with clarifying the elements and the penalty of the crimes of assault
on the privacy of people by dividing the research into two chapters: the first deals
with the research in the place of criminal behavior and the physical structure and
conditions to be achieved in these crimes.
Chapter II deals with the moral element and the penalty for crimes of assault on the
privacy of persons by examining the moral aspect of criminal intent and the
perpetration of such crimes, and examining the nature of the original penalty,
supplementary punishment and criminal measures for such crimes.
The study concluded by stressing the importance of protecting the privacy of persons
by controlling the perpetrators of such crimes and the need to punish them for the
protection of public interest, morals and public morals.
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